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Female Characters Represented in Novels of 

Premchand and W. A. Silva: Comparative Study 

J. A. D. Sarasi Upekshika Ranasinghe 

 ABSTRACT  

 

The novel as a portrayal of a personage in art form and a depiction of concealing intellect 

of human being. Two noble writers namely Premchand - Indian writer and his 

contemporary W. A. Silva - Sri Lankan writer yielded their lives to depict the closeness 

of people with the society and to develop a better environment for the living being. 

Premchand pioneered and contributed immensely to the upliftment of the standard of 

sensible and practical Hindi novel than any other. Premchand diverted Hindi novel into 

real-life stories and he mostly discussed the facts of the underprivileged people's life 

stories. A deprived woman played a significant role in his novels. But his contemporary 

in Sri Lanka W. A. Silva did not pay much attention to the destitute woman in his novels. 

Due to this reason, it is worth to compare and contrast the characters of women depicted 

in the stories written by two authors of the two countries. Therefore the uncertainty of 

this observation, i.e. why Premchand has introduced deprived women in his stories than 

W. A. Silva, is the fact that we attempt to discuss through this study. Both qualitative 

methodology and comparative methodology have been applied for this study. Similarly, 

to gather information regarding factors primary and secondary sources have been 

associated. . Historical background, elementary publications and discussions with Indian 
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and Sri Lankan scholars of Hindi Literature have been incorporated in primary sources. 

There have been so many researches in connection with Premchand's novels. Since no 

research has been carried out regarding the role of the women in Premchand's and W. A. 

Silva's novels, hence the importance of this study is to evaluate comparatively the position 

held by women in these two neighboring countries. Three novels by Premchand namely 

Premchand was born in a very rural, poor stricken village. So, he experienced the deprived 

living conditions of the underprivileged. Further, he lived during the British rule. In the 

society, Sathi-

remarriage, un-matching marriages with elderly, prevention from education for women 

and prostitution have been strongly depressed the average people. And Hinduism is the 

main religion in India. In this stream, the woman has been described as a prisoner within 

the house. In the meantime, W. A. Siva who hailed from a middle-class family did not 

attempt such characters. This is quite clear because his environment did not depict such 

a pathetic situation in women's life. The very reason for this difference is the Buddhist 

believes among the Sri Lankan society. So, the women in Sri Lanka did not experience 

such hardships as in India. She enjoyed free education, her character was noble and lived 

with dignity even under the man's authority. In view of above observations we can come 

to a conclusion the personal, social, religious environment and underprivileged existence 

of Premchand have influenced him to introduce downtrodden woman in his novels than 

W. A. Silva.  From all these facts it is evident that In any society, if the woman is educated, 

liberated from economic worries and weather she holds the proper position, there she will 

be free from inequitable experiences and the development of the society is inevitable. 
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